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Build a foundation and focus on what matters most for math readiness with Common Core Math 4
Today: Daily Skill Practice for fifth grade. This 96-page comprehensive supplement contains
standards-aligned reproducible activities designed to focus on critical math skills and concepts that
meet the Common Core State Standards. Each page includes 16 problems to be completed during
a four-day period. The exercises are arranged in a continuous spiral so that concepts are repeated
weekly. An assessment for the fifth day is provided for evaluating students' understanding of the
math concepts practiced throughout the week. Also included are a Common Core State Standards
alignment matrix and an answer key.
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I have used this entire series for years... I buy all levels 1-5 to be able to address all ability levels.
The new CC format is great and I like that they got rid of the black bottom border for copying
purposes! I send it home Wednesday and it is due next Wednesday. It is additional support
homework. (I have also used it as bellwork as small groups arrive at my instructional table to give
me 1 minute to "put out fires")

I would recommend this product to use with 5th graders. It is a quick skills practice that can be used
every day and also has a weekly assessment which will let a teacher know if the students are
getting the concept being taught.

One of my friends recommended this book to us. This 96-page comprehensive supplement contains
standards-aligned reproducible activities designed to focus on critical math skills and concepts.
Each page includes 16 problems to be completed during a four-day period. An assessment for the
fifth day is provided for evaluating children' understanding of the math concepts practiced
throughout the week. The practice in this book is divided to 40 weeks. What my daughter loves most
about this book is she only needs 10 minuets a day to finish the practice and she can do math
practice all year long! Of course she also loves the alignment matrix and the answer key for
assessment and easy progress monitoring. She's already seeing how the techniques help her in her
normal math work. She is now probably the top math student in her class. In the Beestar online
math tests (a nice web site beestar.org), she is ranked high in the honor roll. I'm very pleased with
this book. It makes math fun to my daughter.

I bought this Grade 5 common core math 4 today book for my wife, at her request, being she's a 5th
grade teacher and it was recommended to her highly by colleagues and she will be using this for
next year's class.It has a total of 96 pages and has practice and assessment items in the book.It
appeared, to me, to be laid out well with clear and precise instructions.Being the hubby, I do what I
can to help her out. I don't know how she or all teachers do it. It's a tough as nails job, don't get paid
enough and have to purchase most of their own supplies.Thank you to all the teachers, subs,
assistants and home school mom's for all you do. Hats off to all of you out there!Per my wife, if your
a 5th grade teacher, this is a good book to utilize.

not every standard is addressed. I will taking over for a SPED third to fifth grade range. Bought quite
a few books with clear ties to the common core standards. For example, when I looked up 3MD4 it
was not to be found in the look up grid at the beginning of the workbook. In fact, the whole first week
of standards to be addressed is not there. Bummer!!! Otherwise, it will be useful for morning work or
just back from recess work.

I was hoping for something progressive and new - this was the complete opposite. Nothing about
this is common core, merely daily activities which don't promote real world thinking or mathematical

conversations. Nothing more than a traditional workbook divided into daily increments, highly
disappointing. The title is misleading, I was expecting much more.

My soon to be 5th grader is working on this before entering 5th grade public school. She failed 4th
grade math and we were told unless we petitioned they would not hold her back. She is doing well
with the stuff we are teaching her that is new, but not the old 3rd-4th grade mental math. She 'forgot'
her multiplication table and improper fractions stuff. This is a great tool to use over the summer and
help keep those skills in place. Mid way through 4th grade we had that book and love how simple
and versatile the book is each week.

This is perfect for my home schooled son. I have tried so many options for math lessons and this
has method has proven to be the best so far. Daily lessons are set up in groups of 4 random but
typical 5th grade math problems. He is learning the concepts as we work on daily problems
together, and with each return to a concept at a later date, I can see that the material is registering
and is being retained. Each daily lesson can easily last an hour or as quickly as 10 minutes
depending on the problems and how much help he requires. For example, the daily lesson could
include a variety such as 1 fraction addition problem (common or different denominators), 1 problem
using the order of operations (including exponents), 1 long division problem, and 1 double digit
multiplication problem. Word problems are often included. Basic addition and subtraction (2 and 3
digits) are also included throughout for review. It is making math so much more enjoyable for both of
us. I use a basic math facts workbook that he can do on his own for a supplement.
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